Increase patient safety with 

The SELECT ligature-resistant TIPIT® can immediately add safety to doorways in both new and retrofit applications

**FOR USE IN HOSPITALS, CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, SCHOOLS AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS**

SELECT’s patented, ligature-resistant TIPIT® keeps patients safer. Whether as a retrofit application for existing hinges or in new construction, the TIPIT will deter patients or inmates from harming themselves by hanging objects from the hinge.

---

**TIPIT® C**
- For new construction or retrofit applications.
- Mounts on surface of frame above most brands of concealed continuous geared hinges.
- Includes a small TIPIT® and one (1) #10 Torx® security screw.
- Order hinge, and specify TIPIT color/material:
  - Black polymer [TIPIT CB]
  - Gray polymer [TIPIT CG]
  - Metal [TIPIT CM]

**NOTE:** Not for use with concealed safety hinges (SL71).

---

**TIPIT® L**
- For new construction or retrofit applications.
- Mounts on surface of frame above most brands of full surface, half surface, half mortise, swing clear and concealed safety geared continuous hinges.
- Includes a large TIPIT® and four (4) #10 Torx® security screws.
- Order hinge, and specify TIPIT color/material:
  - Black polymer [TIPIT LB]
  - Gray polymer [TIPIT LG]
  - Metal [TIPIT LM]

---

**TIPIT® L Hinge Prep**
- Factory preparation of door leaf covers for field installation of #10 Torx® security screws.
- Available on SL21 and SL57 full surface hinges, and SL53, SL54 and SL77 half surface hinges.
- Order hinge, and specify [TIPIT PREP].
- Order TIPIT® L separately.

**NOTE:** TIPIT PREP is not necessary for SL41 swing clear hinges, SL52 half mortise hinges or SL71 concealed safety hinges.

---

**METAL TIPIT® LM AND SL57 COMBINATION MEETS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS**

The SELECT SL57 aluminum full surface geared continuous hinge topped with our new, patented metal TIPIT® LM is designed to meet patient safety standards. See us at the OMH link below and in the 2018 Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI) Behavioral Health Design Guide.

Don’t wait for a Joint Commission inspection — call SELECT today!

SELECT "Pinch-Free" safety hinges won't trap fingers

FOR USE IN CHILD CARE CENTERS, SCHOOLS, LONG-TERM-CARE FACILITIES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS

SELECT's new SL71 and SL77 safety hinges (when used without a frame stop) provide ample clearance between the door and frame on the hinge side to prevent people from trapping or pinching their fingers between the hinge leaves when the door closes.

Increase room safety with

**SL71**
- Concealed hinge style
- Provides 19/32" clearance
- Flush-mounted (no door inset)
- For 1-3/4" doors

**SL77**
- Half surface hinge style
- Provides 13/16" clearance
- 3/32" door inset
- For 1-3/8" to 1-3/4" doors (with standard barrel nuts)
- Long barrel nuts are available for 2" to 2-1/4" doors

No more pinched fingers

Help child care centers, schools, long-term-care facilities and other institutions increase room safety with SELECT's SL71 and SL77 safety hinges. The hinges prevent people from trapping their fingers between the hinge leaves when the door closes.
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